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I 
introduction 
The formula feed industry is considered to be the 
3.argest agricultural industry that specializes in supplying 
products for use by the 4..merican farmer today. 'he industry 
has grown in importance from its early beginnings. Js more 
and more feeders began to see the advantages of using formu- 
lated feeds, the industry was faced with the challenge of con- 
tinuing to formulate, manufacture, or distribute a quality feed 
that would enable the farmers to produce livestock at a lower 
cost. 
The extent to which the industry has met this challenge 
is partially shown in Figure 1. From an early year peak pro- 
duction of 13.1 million tons in 1930, formula feed production 
has increased to approximately 44 million tons annually at the 
present time.1 
-vidence of the industry's importance is also shown in 
Figure 2. Currently ranked Number 13 in value of shipments, 
the formula feed industry has ranked as one of the nation's 
top industries in value of shipments during the past 
lieed rroduction Jehooll Inc., Feed iroduction handbook 
(kansas City, iiissouri: Feed iroductrEE-Jchool, Inc., 1961), 
P. 14. 
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Fig. 1--Formula Feed Production in the United States 
1930 to 1962a 
a Source: Feed Production School, Inc., Feed 
Production Handbook, 1961, p. 16. 
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Fig. 2.--America's first fifteen industriesa 
a Source: Feed Production School, Inc., Feed Production 
Handbook, 1961, p. 13. 
b 1958 estimate not available. Rank based on 1956 data. 
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decade. 2 
Jeedless to say, the industry has made notable advances 
in the utilization and promotion of scientific formulation, 
manufacturing processes and procedures, customer services, and 
product lines. In order to retain their competitive position, 
manufacturers have been forced to analyze closely their manu- 
facturing costs. Manufacturing costs are the third most impor- 
tant item of total feed costs and account for 6 to 10 percent 
of the wholesale formula feed price (-Jee Table 1). .$.ssuming 
TABLE 1 
BRE.A.KDOWN IN COTS OF COMMERCIAL FORMULA FEL;Da 
Cost Item 
stimated iercent of 
Total Cost 
la_w ingredients 65 - 75 
Freight 10 - 20 
Nanufacturing 6 - 10 
ales 5 - 10 
Gross margin 3 - 8 
Administration and research 3 - 6 
aJource: Feed i'roduction ,Jchool, Inc., Feed Iroduction 
Handbook, 1961, p. 18. 
that a local manufacturer is taking full advantage of all 
available sources of ingredients and that he can do little to 
influence freight costs, the logical point at which to 
2U. Bureau of the Census, United Ctates Census of 
Manufacturers: 1958, II, Part 1, pp. 1-6-1-23, 
5 
initiate a cost-reduction program is in the area of manufac- 
turing costs. 
Askew, Vosloh, and Brensike 3 stated that labor is 53 per- 
cent of the total mill operating costs and 69 percent of the 
total warehouse costs (Table 2). In addition, the warehouse 
alone comprises 30 percent of total direct labor and 27 per- 
cent of total mill labor expense as shown in 2able 3. 
Euch interest has been displayed recently in the indus- 
try to reduce production man-hour requirements, the number of 
man-hours required to produce one ton of finished feed.4 
Table 4 offers a comparison by cost-centers of production man- 
hour requirements per ton. 5 It is readily apparent that the 
warehouse cost-center offers a large potential for an 
operating-cost reduction program. 
. askew, Carl J. Vosloh, Jr., and J. John 
Brensike, Case Jtu of Labor Costs and ,Lfficiencies in 4'are- 
housini ee s, Marketing liesearch eport A. 735, 
U. J. agricultural Marketing service (4ashington: U. s. 
Government Printing Office, 1957). 
4 hidwest Feed Manufacturers' ,ssociation, iroceedings of 
the 1956 iddwest -Feed Production .;chool(Kansas City, ssourr, 
176), is a complete of the industry's endeavor to 
establish In-ilant Cost .standards. 
5The cost-center concept is designed to define eight 
natural cost areas within a given feed manufacturing plant. The 
recognized cost-centers are: (1) ingredient receiving, 
(2) grain processing, (3) mixing, (4) pelleting, (5) packing, 
(6) warehousing, (7) high molasses and (8) maintenance. 
6 
TiLBL.L, 2 
DILiTRIBUTION OF ANZUAL DULL WAREHOUj C0373, 
BY COJT 
Jost .element 
Operating Costs 
,4arehouse 
ercent J ercent 
Arect labor 34.0 47.0 
Indirect labor 7.1 5.7 
supervision 5.6 6.9 
Other labor 6.8 8.8 
ell..11/111101111111MO 
01/1111.11111111111 
Total operating labor 
ltepairs, rents, and 
53.5 69.3 
depreciation 24.2 12.4 
Other operating costs 13.8 7.2 
Management and 
administration 8.5 11.1 
Total - other 46.5 30.7 
Total costs 100.0 100.0 
aource: U. -4. Department of _agriculture, ";ase .Jtudy 
of Labor Costs and Ifficiencies in 'darehousing iormula 2eeds," 
kiarketing Aesearch :oeport 205, 1957, p. 5. 
)tatement of the iroblem 
The warehouse operation of individual mixed feed plants 
has been a vital service since the early days of the formula 
feed industry. modern day warehouse is a complex and impor- 
tant operation and as such requires a great deal of managerial 
attention if it is to operate in an efficient and economical 
manner. 
7 
TId3LL 3 
ANNUAL MILL AND '011RLHOU3L LA13043: OCT, C DE;;TRIBUTION, AND 
RELATIONHIP BY CO3T 
Cost lenient 
Iroportion of Total warehouse as 
Labor +Jost ilevoted to: :roportion of 
nill Jost by 
Mill :warehouse : Classification 
lercent iercent iercent 
.direct labor 64 69 30 
Indirect labor 13 8 17 
Aipervision 10 10 26 
Ether 13 13 27 
Dotal 100 100 27 
a 
..Jource: U. j. Department of > griculture, "Case ,Audy 
of Labor Costs and efficiencies in arehousing JJormula 2eeds," 
Marketing .research Report 205, 1957, p. 5. 
Through the years, finished feeds typically have been 
handled by the use of two-wheel hand trucks. however, in 
keeping with advancements in technology and automation in our 
society, new methods of materials handling have been introduced 
into the feed industry. 
,t the present time, three methods of handling finished 
feeds in the warehouse are recognized. They are: the two- 
wheel hand truck, the forklift pallet truck, and the belt con- 
veyor. 2he new methods have been introduced in an effort to 
cut production costs and thus allow the individual firm to 
better compete in the already highly competitive formula feed 
industry. It should be stressed, however, that as plants 
TABLE 4 
PRODUCTION MI OUR' RE,,UIRED PLR TON OF FORMULA FEED PRODUCED IN P 
VOLUMES, BY COST-CENTERSa 
DIFFERENT 
Cost- 
Center 
7.500 to 10,000 tons 
per year 
25,000 to 35,000 tons a 50,000 to 75,000 tons 
year per year 
: 
'Better Better . :Better ! . . 
' than 'Industry! : than 'IndustrY: : than 'Industry 
: 
. 
. 
!Industry!Average. Cost :Industry:2tverage: Cost :Industry:Average: Cost 
:Average ;Plants :,;t d*.xverage :Plants 'Standard: Average :Plants 'Standard 
: . 
: 
Ingredient 
receiving .352 .275 .162 .231 .154 .080 .154 .143 .071 
Grain 
processing .128 .100 .038 .105 .070 .019 .056 .052 .008 
Mixing .608 .475 .341 .357 .238 .145 .238 .221 .122 
.Lelleting .160 .125 .119 .126 .084 .075 .084 .078 .046 
Packing .480 .375 .175 .336 .224 .109 .210 .195 .087 
Warehousing 1.216 .950 .671 .735 .490 .309 .490 .455 .264 
Maintenance .256 .200 .160 .210 .140 .150 .168 .156 .126 
Foreman b b .133 b b .080 b b .080 
Total 3.200 2.500 1.799 2.100 1.400 0.967 1.400 1.300 0.804 
aSource: Midwest Feed Manufacturers' Association, Proceedings of the 1957 Midwest 
Feed Production School, p. 21. 
b Included in the relevant cost-center. 
9 
increase automation, a careful analysis is required to insure 
that the capital outlay for automation will not result in 
depreciation and maintenance costs that exceed the saving in 
labor requirements. 
it is this choice of the amount of automation to employ 
that is a top-management decision. In making the decision, 
the manager needs a procedure to follow by which he can evalu- 
ate the various methods in order to choose a handlins system 
that will maximize his particular business objectives. he 
procedure will take the form of a step-by-step analysis of 
the current warehouse labor and equipment requirements, cur- 
rent costs, proposed alterations, and chanGes in labor and 
ecuipment requirements and costs resulting from the proposed 
alterations. 
In every industry management is continuously expected 
to make decisions with respect to cost control. In the past, 
these decisions many times were based on a managers' experi- 
ence and good judgment with the use of available data. Today, 
due to the increased complexity of industry, management needs 
analytical tools which will enable them to make decisions on 
increasingly complex problems that will maximize the objec- 
tives of their business. 'Linear programming is one such tool 
which management can use since management objectives can be 
clearly stated. It is a mathematical technique that has been 
found to be useful in the analysis of business and industrial 
problems. 
10 
In order for programming to be useful to management in 
the feed industry, it is necessary that a procedure be pre- 
sented that explains the concepts and techniques involved. 
Objectives 
This study is primarily intended to demonstrate a method 
that could be used in applying linear programming to the for- 
mula feed industry's cost-center concept. It is believed that 
if linear programming can be used to analyze the relatively 
simple operations of a model warehouse, the technioue would 
prove to be valuable in an analysis of more complicated opera- 
tions encountered in a feed mill. Thus, the warehouse was 
selected as the cost-center around which this thesis has been 
developed. 
wince no previous work has been done in applying pro- 
gramming to a cost-center analysis, this study is designed 
to provide a foundation on which can be constructed a know- 
ledge and respect of the technique. Once this is achieved, 
the scope could be expanded to include other cost-centers. 
By including all operations of a feed plant, a model then 
could be formulated for use in analyzing the total operations 
of a firm. .she present study will deal only with the ware- 
house cost-center. 
11 
eview of 2eed Industry 4rogramming 
:application _)tudies 
considerable volume of material has been published 
since the mid 1950's concerning the application of linear 
programming to the formula feed industry. The majority of 
work done, however, has been in the area of least-cost mixes 
or formulations. 
s early as 1951, :augh applied linear progrymming as 
a method to determine the minimum-cost dairy feed that would 
satisfy specified nutritive requirements.6 In 1953, Asher 
and lchruben continued ,auzh's study by extending the appli- 
cation to the case of two or more feeds and to alternative 
price structures.? 
Swanson discussed the time required to solve a minimum- 
cost formulation problem by use of an electronic computer. 
8 
In addition, he pointed out the ease of obtaining the solu- 
tions to a problem with several variations in order to compare 
the price effects. Katzman considered the optimum solution to 
a broiler ration with seven nutritive reeuirements and eight 
6Frederick laugh, "The :Minimum -Cost )airy Feed," 
Journal of Farm .conomics, 1.:,;o. 3 (August, 1951), 
pp. ,?299-710. 
7ialter D. Usher and Leonard J. chruben, "Linear iro- 
gramming 4plied to Feed k'fixing Under Different irlce ..)ondi- 
tions," Journal of 'arm Economics, :./LXV (November, 1953), 
pp. 471-483. 
8 Atanson, "Jolving ::".inimum-Jost Yeed hix krob- 
lems," Journal of Farm conomics, No. 1 (Jebruary, 
1955), pp. 135-179. 
12 
feed ingredient sources. 9 
In 1957, Autton and .:.11ison expanded the basic formula 
mix problem to include various operational aspects such as 
provisions for bulk control, control of level of entry of 
individual ingredients, and milling-in-transit privileges. 
10 
`'heir study was aimed at developing a model that would make 
the programming technique more useful to the formula feed 
industry by treating both the nutritional aspects and the 
operational aspects of the feed mix problem. 2his sane year 
found the first attempt to program an actual firm's operation 
by programmini; the product mix, a variation of the formula 
mix problem. Scott used the technique to determine which 
feed formulas should be produced by a given mill and the most 
profitable volume for each. 
11 
Hutton and kic:aexander expanded on the non-nutritional 
specifications work done earlier by developing a model that 
would consider both restricted and unrestricted ingredients. 
12 
9 I. liatzman, ":solving ieed Problems Through Linear 1140- 
Grammin," Journal of 2arm -conomics, :To. 2 (May, 
1956), pp. 420-429. 
Hutton and J. Allison, "A Linear irogramming 
oriel for )evelopnent of 2eed Formulas Under All-Cperating 
Conditions," Journal of Farm :economics, 1 
(Jebruary, 1957), 2:.-74-111. 
11 j 0. 2. cott, _I-Aication of _Linear 1rorLranminG for 
Profit ilaximization in the Peed Firm" (unpublished 1-h. ). dis- 
sertation, )ept. of _;ricultural conomics, Iowa ,tate Jollege, 
1957). 
12 2. ,mutton and H. ncAlexander, " .Amplified 
Lix iodel," Journal of 2arm _conomics, _:,1, No. 3, .art 1 
(August, 1957), pp. 714-730. 
In another work, they outlined several ways to set up a mini- 
mization problem and the advantage of each method. 13 
.another minimum cost feed study was done by hutton, 
Ling, and .,oucher when they a plied linear p'-oL;rnmmin; to 
derive a least-cost broiler feed formula. 14 In addition, 
they outlined methods by which the formula mi,;ht be adjusted 
to changes in prices, ration specifications, and composition 
of ingredients. 
very thorough discussion of a complete minimization 
problem is presented by .c-lexander and. Autton in their 
example of a least-cost dairy ration utilizing only two feed - 
stuffs to meet three specifications.15 In addition to pre- 
senting their least-cost solution, lic,Ilexander and .Autton 
present an easily understood explanation of the simplex method 
of solving a linear programning problem. 
H. Le .1exander and R. F. hutton, "Determining 
least -post Combinations, Journal of _conomics, 
44o. 4 (november, 11/27), pp. 936-9417 
142. 
F. hutton, Gordon lUng, and Robert i. 3oucher, 
Least 
-cost .eed .ormula 1.e.tdoi of Derivation, _ro- 
auction _lesearch .lepo7.77o. 20, U. ,. J. A. in cooperation with 
the .ennsylvania agricultural ,,xperiuent .Aation (,ashington: 
U. Government irinting Office, 1958). 
15ft. h. I,chlexander and :. Mutton, Linear IrogramminK 
2echni9ues .,pplied to ,ricultural 
_cenomics and Rural iociolo;y ,eport io. 18 (University ark, 
lennsylvania: ienngylvania _agricultural -xperiment ,Aation, 
1959). 
CHAPT_LL:A II 
/iocedure For :pplying, Linear irogramroini,1 
to the 4arehouse 
his study applied the technique of linear prosramming 
to a model warehouse that was presented at the Lidwest Feed 
.lroduction ,,choo1.1 2he warehouse is intended to depict a 
practical operation that will meet a set of requirements 
rather than to serve as an ideal warehouse design. 
In applying linear programming to this cost-center a 
series of steps were utilized to obtain data essential to the 
analysis. l'hese steps are: 
(1) Jescription of the warehouse 
(2) Jescription of jobs involved 
(3) Jescription of alternative handling methods 
(4) Jetermination of programming components 
(5) Computation of labor requirements 
(6) Computation of equipment requirements. 
Upon the completion of the above steps, the necessary 
data are then available for completion of a linear programming 
analysis. ith minor adaptations, these same six steps would 
16Aichard Muther and Clifford H. James, "The Model 'are- 
house, i'roceedings of the 1957. Midwest Feed Iroduction school 
(Kansas City, LissouiT: Midwest Feed nanufacturers' ,:issocia- 
tion, 1957), p. 101., 
14 
15 
be followed when applying the analysis to another cost-center. 
1)escription of the :arehouse 
The feed industry has proposed the following definition 
to be representative of the warCeouse cost-center: 
The cost-center begins after the bags of finished 
feed leave the sewing machine ready for loading on hand 
trucks or pallets or after the bulk feed is placed into 
the storage bins. --al movement of finished feeds from 
the sewing machine through warehousing including loading 
of the rail cars and trucks is included in this cost- 
center. _Aso, included is the work involved in resack- 
ing materials from broken bags, coopering rail defects, 
and checking outbound shipments. The cost-center ends 
after the rail cars and trucks have been loaded and are 
ready for transport.lY 
The warehouse measures 67 feet by 141 feet giving a 
total floor area of 9,447 square feet. It is serviced by an 
overhead belt conveyor from the bagging area to a centrally 
located take-off table along one wall of the warehouse. 
Jpecifications which this model is designed to meet are: 
1. Lill production, seventy-five tons per eight-hour 
shift. 
2. i..,ovement of feed: 
a. eeventy-five tons from the take-off table to 
warehouse storage. 
b. Fifty tons from the warehouse to truck shipment. 
c. Twenty-five tons from the warehouse to rail 
car shipment. 
3. lercentage of total trips to each warehouse area: 
a. area 32.52 percent 
b. Area 3, 30.04 percent 
17Feod Production .echool, Inc., Feed :Croduction handbook, 
p. 179. 
1E) 
c. area el 5.28 percent 
d. Area Di 3.52 percent 
e. area 2.36 percent 
f. Area F, 2.36 percent 
g. 'erea u, 5.04 percent 
h. rea a, 18.83 percent. 
Layout of the warehouse is shown in ..,igure 3. torage 
areas are provided for each of eighty formulas produced and 
are designated by numbers according to their volume of move- 
ment. 1\iumber 1 is the greatest volume, number 2 is next 
largest, and so on. he areas were laid out on the basis of 
annual movement figures. Letters refer to aisle areas. _Zacks 
are provided along aisles i, -1 and i; to accommodate pallets 
of low volume formulas 33 through 80. 
2ables 5, 6, 7, and 8 show the distances involved in 
each of the movement routes and the times, in man-hours, 
required for a round trip. 
Jescription of Jobs Involved 
in programing the operations of a cost-center, it is 
necessary to compile a complete list of job descriptions that 
define the work performed in the area. elle following job des- 
criptions have been advanced by the feed industry as the labor 
that is necessary to conduct the operations of the warehouse. 
Job 2unctions of arehouse Leadman 
lanning Juties: )chedule the activities of the loading 
crew to conform with the production schedule. 
eupervisory .)uties: supervise and coordinate the activi- 
ties of the Jarehouse Vork Truck Operator and the load- 
ing crew. he ,arehouse Leadman is responsible for the 
ti 
co 
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Fig. 3.--Model warehouse layout& 
a Source: U. S. Department of Agriculture, "Formula-Feed Warehousing Costs," 
Marketing Research Report 268, 1958, p. 6. 
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TABLE 5 
JISTANOLS AND TINES PI;R ROUND TRIP B.,,11.1Z 
WAREHOUSE AREAS AN) TAr-OFF TABLE 
aarehouse 
.,sea 
o of Seet ! Time per sound : Time per Round * J
: 
.Srom Take-Cff: Trip by iorklift: Trip by Hand 
; 
Table . Truckb Truck° 
A 34 0.00544 0.00544 
B 50 0.00800 0.00800 
3 44 0.00704 0.00704 
J 88 0.01056 0.01408 
94 0.01128 0.01504 
, 
2 114 0.01140 0.01824 
G 78 0.00936 0.01248 
A 76 0.00912 0.01216 
aJalculated from:. i'iidwest seed Lanufacturers' Associa- 
tion, Froceedings of the 1957 Udwest seed iroduction :3ehool, 
pp. 70-71, 107. 
bklan-hours per 2000 pound load. 
rian-hours per 500 pound load. 
loading and unloading of all bagged ingredients, bagged 
feeds, and bulk feeds. 
Qperating Juties: 
1. Jpot rail cars and trucks at the proper loading 
doors. 
2. Inspect all rail cars and trucks before loading 
for cleanliness, damage, contamination, or insect 
infestation. 
3. hake up loading and unloading schedule for your 
crew. 
4. Inspect loaded trucks and rail cars for the 
proper loading of the proper products. 
19 
TABLE' 6 
DISTANCES AND TIM3 PER ROUND TRIP EU:VEEN 
WAREHOUSE kRI-A3 AND TRUCK DOGKa 
'.);arehouse :No. of 3eet : Time per sound : Time per Round irom Truck : Trip by forklift' Trip by Hand 
Jock Truckb Truck0 
F 
88 0.01056 0.01408 
150 0.01500 0.02400 
136 0.01360 0.02176 
150 0.01500 0.02400 
88 0.01056 0.01408 
45 0.00720 0.00720 
75 0.00900 0.01200 
45 0.00720 0.00720 
aCalculated from: Adwest feed Eanufacturers' associa- 
tion,} roceedings of the 1957 hidwest iroduction ac, hool, 
pp. 70-71, 107. 
b Lan-hours per 2000 pound load. 
chan-hours per 500 pound load. 
5. Receive the incoming shipments and sign bills 
of lading after the shipment is unloaded. 
deport any product damage or shortage to the 
:crocess foreman. 
6. Instruct the Jarehouse .Fork Truck Operator as to 
the placement of incoming ingredients in the 
warehouse. 
uality Duties: 
1. Inspect bagged finished feed for the proper bags, 
tags, obvious overweight or underweight, or any 
unusual odor. 
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TABLE 7 
DISTANC:s&S AND TIML6 PER HOUND TRIP BI;TWLEN 
VARLHOUSE AREA6 AND HAIL OAR NUNBLR la 
are house 
..rea 
:o. of 2eet: 
' 2rom Car ' 
Jo. 1 
Time per .ound ! Time per Round 
Drip by 2orklift' 2rip by Rand 
i1ruckb 
: 2rucke 
,i 50 0.00800 0.00800 
110 0.01100 0.01760 
0 
.., 100 0.01200 0.01600 
J 148 0.01480 0.02368 
96 0.01152 0.01536 
80 0.00960 0.01280 
G 46 0.00736 0.00736 
42 0.00672 0.00672 
110alculated from: kidwest Veed Lanufacturers' :ssocia- 
tion, Proceedings of the 1957 klidwest feed Production chool, 
pp. 7O-711 107. 
brian-hours per 2000 pound load. 
fan-hours per 500 pound load. 
2. ample the incoming bagged ingredients according 
to the established quality control procedure. 
Deliver samples to the Irocess 2oreman. 
housekeeping Duties: 
1. Haintain a clean orderly warehouse by scheduling 
the loading crews time to allow regular sweeping 
of the area. 
2. Instruct the loading crew to clean out every rail 
car and truck before loading. 
Jafety .Juties: 
1. Hake certain that your loading crew conducts their 
work in a manner consistent with good safety 
practices. 
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TABLi 8 
DISTANCES AND TIMES PE1, ROUND TRIP BLVJEN 
WAREUGU,i- AND RAIL (Lill NUEBER 2a 
jarehouse No. of :Peet 2rom Oar 
No. 2 
Time per hound ! Time per .ound 
: Trip by .IA)lift: Trip by iiand 
Truck° Truck° 
50 
42 
0.00800 
0.00672 
0.00800 
0.00672 
o 46 0.00736 0.00768 
A 80 0.00960 0.01280 
96 0.01152 0.01536 
148 0.01480 0.02368 
CT 100 0.01200 0.01600 
110 0.01100 0.01760 
a0alculated from: Lidwest iced i.anufacturers' ssocia- 
tion, I'roccedings of the 1957 ;Adwest ieed Iroduction chool, 
pp. 70-71, 107. 
bilan-haurs per 2000 pound load. 
e- 
l:Ian-hours per 500 pound load. 
2. -,nforce the plant safety rules in your warehouse 
whether the violator is an employee or not. 
Training )uties: 
1. Instruct the loading crew as to the proper way 
to load, unload, and clean rail cars and trucks. 
2. instruct the ':iarenouse Ifork Truck Operator as to: 
a. The proper operation of the fork truck. 
b. The proper way to warehouse the various 
products. 
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reporting and clerical Juties: 
1. Fill out loading sheets for the loading crew 
showing the order in which they are to load or 
unload. 
2. iil1 out receiving and quality reports on incom- 
ing bagged ingredients. 
3. Take the bagged ingredients and finished feed 
inventory at the required intervals. 
niscellaneous Juties: ierform any and all other jobs 
as assigned by the drocess ,2oreman.18 
Job Functions of iallet Loader 
operating Juties: 
1. Load pallets with bagged feed in a neat stack 
with the correct number of bags per pallet. 
2. Aequest empty pallets from the Lift Operator. 
3. Check weigh one bag per pallet on the scale 
provided. 
4. Laintain a supply of empty bags, string, and 
filler cord for the sacker Operator. 
uality Juties: Inspect the bags of feed for the proper 
bag, tag, and weight. report any discrepancies to 
irocess Foreman. 
Maintenance Juties: Assist the acker Operator with 
the maintenance of the packer and sewing machine. 
idousekeeping )uties: 
1. Load only clean, repaired pallets. 
2. Jweep and pick up sweeping when spillage occurs. 
3. eturn broken bags to hixer operator for re- 
blending into the same run. 
4. .weep and pick up sweepings in entire area at 
least twice per shift. 
5. -Lssist the xacker operator in cleaning the 
added fat applicator and the molasses blender. 
.,Jafety Juties: 
1. Lift the bags in a manner consistent with good 
safety practices. 
1 8Ibid., pp. 165-166. 
2. ';,eep your word. area free of part bags, pallets, 
and piles of sweepings. 
Reporting and. Clerical Duties: 
1. eport the number of bags loaded in each run. 
2. .,Zecord the weights of bags you check weighed. 
i-liscellaneous Duties: i'erform an and all other jobs 
assigned by the irocess 
Cob .,.unctions of .arehouse 
.orklift :ruck Lperator 
lanning ;titles: loading and unloading schedule 
provided by the iarehouse Leadman. ochedule trips to 
and, from the warehouse to keep the loading crew supplied 
with bagged feed or the unloading crew supplied with 
empty pallets. 
operating Duties: 
1. daul loaded pallets of bagged ingredients from 
the rail car or truck and stack neatly in the 
ingredient warehouse. In doing this: 
a. iiaintain a supply of pallets for the 
unloading crew. 
b. 'arehouse the loaded pallets in straight 
rows in the proper area being careful not 
to damoge the product. ..;ever put ingredi- 
ents from one shipment in front of ingredi- 
ents from a prior shipment. 
c. 'arehouse only one ingredient per row. 
2. ..:upply the loading crew with the proper finished 
bagged feed according to your loading schedule. 
In doing this: 
a. Use the finished feed on a first-in, first- 
out basis. 
b. .'leplace part pallets of feed in the ware- 
house in the proper place. 
c. ..ort empty pallets and put damaged pallets 
in the pallet repair pile. 
jiality Duties: 
1. Check the finished feed bags for correct tags, 
bags, obvious overweight or underweight and 
report discrepancies to the :rocess 'oroman. 
19 Ibid., p. 164. 
2. Inspect the warehouse for rodent ceemege, insect 
infestation and unusual odors, report your 
observations to the Trocess l'oreman. 
iaintenance duties: erform preventive maintenance on 
dour fork truck at the beginning of ;ork shift accord- 
ing to the manufacturers recommendations. In accord- 
ance with this: 
1. check oil level, water (antifreeze, level, and 
brakes. 
2. jheck for leaks in the hydraulic eyetem, trans- 
mission, lift, unusual noises, etc., and report 
your findings in writing to the .rocess e'oreman. 
1,achine dare Juties: operate the fork truck in accord- 
ance with the manufacturers recomnenlatione as to 
speed, lift height, transmission siliftine-, load capacity, 
and any other operatic e limitations. 
eiousekeeping Juties: lIaintein a clean and orderly ware- 
house. In doing this: 
1. ,eweep and pick up 
refilling. 
2. Clean up spillage 
3. eestack any piles 
bags. 
sweepings in enpty rows before 
when it occurs. 
that lean or contain broken 
safety Juties: operate the fork truck in a manner con- 
sistent with ieood safety practices. always: 
1. give with the load lowered so vision is not 
obscured. 
2. Jrive at a slow speed; reduce speed at aisle 
intersections; sound horn at each corner. 
3. n-age emergency brake Jhenever you leave the 
fork truck. 
4. euel the fork truck outside in the prescribed 
location and carry your fire extinuieher aith 
you. 
5. clean up any spilled oil or gasoline. 
reporting or clerical 
1. deport in writing any equipment Problems. 
2. assist in taking the finished feed an:I in Tedi- 
ents inventory in the warehouse. 
elscellaneous: lerform any ee all other hh  jobs assigned 
by the rocess Joreman. 20 
Job Functions of general Labor 
1011ow unloading and loading schedule 
developed, by the :arehouse Leadman. 
eperating 
1. Load and unload reil c 
sure you: 
a. Jlean every rail c 
loading. 
b. handle the bags so 
them. 
c. ,tack the bags so 
transit. 
d. Load only bags in 
load torn or dirty 
e. Have the rail car 
Warehouse Leadman 
loaded. 
2. assist in the loading 
shipments. 
ars and trucks. ;:lake 
ar or truck before 
as not to tear or damage 
they won't be damaged in 
good condition; never 
bags. 
or truck checked by the 
when the shipment is 
and unloading of bulk 
iiality :duties: inspect the bags you are loading for 
the proper tag on the proper bag, improper weights, sour 
odor, damaged bags, etc. deport anything unusual to 
the arehouse Leadman. 
tousekeeping Juties: 
1. :weep the warehouse as required by the arehouse 
Leadman. 
2. ..weep up spilled product as it occurs and deposit 
it in the proper, labeled containers. 
safety Juties: Lift the bags in a manner consistent 
with good safety practices. 
Liscellaneous: ierfor any and all other jobs a-iligned 
by the Jarehouse Leadman or the rocess :oreman...=.11 
a 
°1bid., p. 166. 
21 Ibi1 . 
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Description of 
-lternative Handling Lethods 
2orklift ilruck Handling Fiethod 
In this system, finished feeds are primarily transported 
by means of a mechanized, four-wheel fork truck. 2he truck 
may be either gasoline, diesel fuel, or battery powered. it 
is equipped on the front with two metal arms that can be 
raised and lowered in order to place or remove a load from 
a stack. he load consists of a unit including the feed bags 
and a supporting pallet. Normally the pallets are loaded 
with one ton lots of feed. 
Cue man loads the bags onto the pallet at the take-of, 
table, then the truck operator drives to the recuired destina- 
tion and ple_ces the pallet onto a stack. iallets ca be 
easily stacked two high. Alen moving a load from the ware- 
house, the truck operator will position the truck arms then 
drive under the pallet. The pallet is raised several inches 
in order to clear the stack then the operator will back away 
and drive to the desired loading dock. 
This handling method greatly reduces the amount of trans- 
eortation tine as compared with the hand truck method since 
a larger load is involved. aowever, the equipment cost per 
ton far e.ceeds that of the hand truck. 
No-,heel Hand truck HandlinF, Lethod 
2his method, utilizes hand trucks as the principal means 
of transporting finished feeds from the take-off table to 
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either the storage areas or the loading docks. 
The worker loads his truck with a '500 pound load at the 
take-off table then proceeds to the predetermined destination. 
Upon arrival at the appropriate area, the worker may perform 
an operation called "bucking the load." This means he simply 
stops his forward movement and pushes ahead on the truck 
handles thereby unloading the sacks to a stack in one move- 
ment. If conditions prevent doing this, the worker must place 
the bags one at a time by hand onto a stack. lie then returns 
to the take-off table and obtains another load. The orocedure 
is very similar when moving from a warehouse area to one of 
the loading docks except that the worker might be able to 
"stick a load." .his refers to the operation whereby an 
entire stack can be picked up by forcinc the hand truck under 
the pile and pulling back on the handles. 
3ince all trans2ortation is done by hand, a large amount 
of labor is required for travel purposes and constitutes a 
major portion of the costs incurred by this system. One 
advantage of the system is its high degree of flexibility. 
any spot in the warehouse is easily accessible to a worker 
with a hand truck. mince this system does not involve any 
complex machinery, repair and maintenance allowances are 
negligible. 
Jolt Jonveyor aandlinr iethod 
iith the increased use of automation in all types of 
manufacturing operations, it is not surprisim that much use 
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has been made of belt conveyors to handle bagged feeds. 
,everal types of conveyors; such as the flat-bed con- 
veyor, sliding-belt conveyor, and the trough-belt conveyor, are 
available for handling bagged feeds. 
conveyor is installed the length of the warehouse to 
move bags along each of the various warehouse storage areas 
and to the loading docks. This belt should be reversible in 
direction in order to facilitate moving to and from storage. 
cross belt is used to transport bags along the entire length 
of the truck dock. glide chutes are used to transfer bags 
from the belt to each of the rail car loading areas. - mov- 
able sweep is used to divert bags from the belt at a given 
warehouse storage area and the bags are then placed on a stack 
by hand. 
The use of this handling method requires a supplementary 
method in order to move bags to distant storage areas in the 
warehouse. Normally, a hand truck will be relied upon for 
this operation. 
)etermination of irogramming Components 
will be explained later, a linear programming problem 
is composed of a set of variables or activities which are sub- 
ject to certain restrictions. The following discussion explains 
the various problem components. 
activities 
The warehouse operations consist of moving finished feed 
L9 
tonnages along three different movement routes by each of the 
three alternative handling methods already described. These 
operations form the basis for the nine real activities con- 
sidered in this analysis. The activities are: 
Iroduction to warehouse by forklift truck 
Iroduction to warehouse by hand truck 
1)roduction to warehouse by belt conveyor 
Warehouse to trucks by forklift truck 
Warehouse to trucks by hand truck 
Warehouse to trucks by belt conveyor 
Warehouse to rail cars by forklift truck 
Warehouse to rail cars by hand truck 
Warehouse to rail cars by belt conveyor. 
.restrictions 
The restrictions are the totals of tonnages that are 
to be transported over the various movement routes in accord- 
ance with the original warehouse study. The problem states 
that seventy-five tons be moved from production to the ware- 
house, fifty tons be moved from the warehouse to trucks, and 
twenty-five tons be moved from storage areas to rail cars. 
Oosts 
Both direct labor costs and equipment costs are included 
in the analysis. Only direct labor was considered since it 
was felt that indirect and supervision labor would be relatively 
constant for the various handling methods. 
Time allowances for labor were computed from the feed 
industry's Table of .standard Times and are discussed in the 
next section. These times were then weighted to include delay 
and idle time. It was believed that this would give a more 
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realistic picture of the labor costs for each handling method. 
The weights that were used are the respective proportion of 
workers' time spent in idleness and delays for each handling 
system. 22 
Computation of Labor equirements 
,s was stated earlier, worker time was calculated from 
the industry's Table of ..tandard Times.23 The Tables were 
published by the Lidwest reed klanufacturers' ,.ssociation and 
are based on time study observations at several selected mills 
in the Lidwest. They represent time values for each opera- 
tional element in a feed mill warehouse. 
Labor was first divided into three categories: bag 
handling, pallet handling, and travel. The various operational 
elements comprising the first two categories were multiplied 
by the respective number of times each occurred during the 
handling of the required number of tons. These element totals 
were multiplied by their standard times to obtain the worker 
man-hours. Travel time was computed by multiplying the per- 
centage of total trips, given in the warehouse specifications, 
by the total number of round trips required in the movement 
route. This product is then multiplied by the time per round 
trip to yield the total trip time in man-hours. Travel time 
computations are shown in Tables 9 and 10. 
22 Askew, Vosloh, and lsrensike, Case 6tudy of Labor Oosts 
and -fficiencies in jarehousinic j?ormurE77eeds, p. 20. 
231Adest geed anufacturers' 
-ssociation, iroceedings of 
the 1957 Lidwest Feed Iroduction ichooll pp. 68-79. 
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TABLE, 9 
COIVUTA.TIL,N FOitif.LIPT TRUCK TR:,,,V 11.1.1L 
Atrehouse 
,rea 
Total 
Total 
lercent 
: of Total 
Irips 
Total 
: Number of 
itound Trips 
Time ]r : 
L.ound Trip ; 
Total Trip 
Time in 
Lan-.iours 
roduction To ,arehouse 75 Ton 
32.52 24.3 .00544 .1322 
30.04 22.5 .00800 .1800 
5.26 4.0 .00704 .0282 
3.52 2.7 .01056 .0285 
2.36 1.8 .01128 .0203 
2.36 1.8 .01140 .0205 
5.04 3.8 .00;36 .0556 
18.88 14.1 .00)12 .1288 
100.00 75.0 .5741 
Jarehouse To Trucks - 50 Ton 
32.52 16.3 .01056 .1720 
30.04 15.0 .01500 .2250 
5.28 2.6 .01360 .0354 
3.52 1.7 .01500 .0255 
2.36 1.2 .01056 .0127 
2.36 1.2 .00720 .0087 
5.04 2.5 .00900 .0225 
18.38 9.5 .00720 .0684 
100.00 50.0 .5702 
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LLE11.2, 9--Coatinued 
. . 
' Percent ' 
. 
Tciarehouse ! of Total : 
area Trips : 
: . 
. Total 
Number of : 
Round Trips 
: 
. 
Total Trip 
Time Per : Time in 
Round Trip : Man-Hours 
1arehouse to Rail Car Number 1 - 12.5 Ton 
C j 
32.52 
30.04 
5.28 
3.52 
2.36 
2.36 
4.2 
3.9 
0.7 
0.5 
0.3 
0.3 
.00800 
.01100 
.01200 
.01480 
.01152 
.00960 
.0336 
.0429 
.0084 
.0074 
.0035 
.0029 
0 5.04 0.6 .00736 .0043 
18.88 2.5 .00672 .0168 
Total 100.00 13.0 .1198 
'4arehouse to Rail Car Number 2 - 12.5 Ton 
32.52 4.2 .00800 .0336 
30.04 3.9 .00672 .0262 
C 5.28 0.7 .00736 .0052 
J 3.52 0.5 .00960 .0048 
2.36 0.3 .01152 .0035 
2.36 0.3 .01480 .0045 
5.04 0.6 .01200 .0072 
if 18.88 2.5 .01100 .0275 
Total 100.00 13.0 .1125 
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24,131L 10 
CONPUTATION OP RAND TRUCK TRATa 
. 
: : . Percent Total 
. Total Trip 
Warehouse : of Total : Number of ! Time i'er Time in 
.,Irea ' Trips : Mound Trips ; Aound Trip Man-Hours 
: 
. : 
Production to 4arehouse - 75 Ton 
32.52 97.56 .00544 .5307 
B 30.04 90.12 .00800 .7210 
5.28 15.84 .00704 .1115 
4) 3.52 10.56 .01408 .1487 
2.36 7.08 .01504 .1065 
F 2.36 7.08 .01824 .12)1 
G 5.04 15.12 .01248 .1887 
H 18.88 56.64 .01216 .6887 
Total 100.00 300.00 -- 2.6249 
Warehouse to Trucks - 50 Ton 
32.52 65.04 .01408 .9158 
B 30.04 60.08 .02400 1.4419 
G 5.28 10.56 .02176 .2298 
3.52 7.04 .02400 .1690 
E 2.36 4.72 .01408 .0664 
F 2.36 4.72 .00720 .0340 
U 5.04 10.08 .01200 .1210 
H 18.88 37.76 .00720 .2719 
Total 100.00 200.00 -- 3.2498 
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LdiL.:. 10--Continued 
Arereent Total 
arehouse : of Total : 'Iumber of Time :er 
;xea : Trips : sound 'Trips 11ound Trip 
Total Trip 
Time in 
han-dours 
:.arehouse to jar Zumber 1 - 12.5 Ton 
B 
E 
G 
32.52 
30.04 
5.28 
3.52 
2.36 
2.36 
5.04 
16.88 
16.26 
15.02 
2.64 
1.76 
1.18 
1.18 
2.52 
9.44 
.00300 
.01760 
.01600 
.02368 
.01536 
.01280 
.00736 
.00672 
.1301 
.2644 
.0422 
.0417 
.0181 
.0151 
.0185 
.0634 
Total 100.00 50.00 5935 
-rehouse to tail Car Zumber 2 - 12.5 Ton 
II 
32.52 
30.04 
5.28 
3.52 
2.36 
2.36 
5.04 
16.88 
16.26 
15.02 
2.64 
1.76 
1.18 
1.18 
2.52 
3.44 
.00800 
.00672 
.00768 
.01280 
.01536 
.02368 
.01600 
.01760 
.1301 
.1009 
.0203 
.0225 
.0181 
.0279 
.0403 
.1661 
Total 100.00 50.00 .5262 
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The totals of the three work categories for each 
handling method were weighted by the respective idle and 
delay time percentage. This total was then divided by the 
tonnage involved in order to put the work on a per ton basis. 
These computations are shown in Tables 11, 12, and 13. 
The above procedure was followed to calculate the labor 
requirements in each of the three basic movement routes by 
each of the three handling systems. The labor cost per ton 
for each of the nine real activities of the warehouse problem 
is shown in Table 14. 
In order for a mill manager to make comparable calcula- 
tions for his warehouse it would be necessary to conduct a 
work sampling analysis. 24 ork sampling is a statistical 
procedure based on the laws of probability. It may be used 
to determine the percentage of time that a worker is involved 
in a particular work operation by observing the worker at 
random over a period of time. If ten hours of the worker's 
time is included in the study and it is determined that 10 
percent of his time is spent driving a forklift truck; the 
conclusion may be made that he has spent one hour in the work 
category, travel. 
fter observing each of the warehouse workers, the man- 
ager would be able to compute the time required per ton and 
the labor cost pew ton. This would complete his sampling 
analysis. 
24- 
ealph 3arnes, 'eork ampling ()ubuque, Iowa: 0 
:grown Company, 1956). 
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TABLE 11 
POLOUIFT TRUCK LABOR OWT PER TON BY novaton 
Line 
o. 
Jork 
Category 
Idleness and 
ran-Hours relay A.justment 
Total 
Zan-dours 
Iroduction to .;arehouse - 75 Ton 
1 Travel .5741 1.252 .7188 
2 iallet 
Handling 1.2075 1.252 1.5118 
3 Bag 
Handling 2.5500 1.252 3.1926 
4 2otal Lan-flours 5.4232 
5 Total Tons Handled 75 6 Man-flours 1er on 
(Line 4 4. Line 5) .0723 
7 dage _ate Per Lour 42.00 
8 Labor Jost Per ion 
(Line 6 X-. Line 7) 1./i16 
arehouse to .rucks - 50 Ton 
1 Travel .5702 1.252 .7139 
Handling .6600 1.252 .8263 
3 Jag 
handling 3.0000 1.252 3.7560 
4 Total Man-Hours 5.2962 
5 Total Tons Handled 50 
6 Man-Hours Per Ton 
(Line 4 4 Line 5) .1059 
7 age Rate :Per dour 42.00 
8 Labor Cost Per Ton 
(Line 6 H Line 7) 
.2118 
,farehouse to :tail Cars - 25 Tons 
1 Travel .2323 1.252 
.2908 
2 iallet 
Handling .4750 1.252 .5947 
3 Dag 
Handling 1.5000 1.252 1.8780 
4 Total Han-Hours 2.7635 
5 Total Tons Handled 
ilan-aours ler Ton 
25 
(Line 4 4 Line 5) 
.1105 
7 4age date er Hour 42.00 
3 tabor Cost Jer Ton 
(Line 6 A Line 7) 
.2210 
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aL,BL_L 12 
-1-L.11J TilUat> LLBO. CC2 £LN BY HOVilibliT. OUT 
Line ,Jork 
JA). Category 
Idleness and. Total 
Man hours jelay Adjustment Nan-flours 
Production to 'arehouse - 75 Ton 
1 Travel 2.6249 1.269 3.3:)10 
2 Truck 
Handling 2.1030 1.269 2.6687 
3 Bag 
dandling 4.1700 1.269 5.2917 
4 Total Man-Hours 11.2914 
5 Total Tons Handled 75 
6 Man-Hours icr Ton 
(Line 4 4. Line 5) 
Iae -ate Per Hour 
Labor ost Per Ton 
(line 6 N line 7) 
.15c6 
,00 
.3012 
.iarehouoe to Trucks - 50 Ton 
1 ,ravel 7 4'718 1.26 4. 1240 
2 Truck 
Handling 1.4020 1.269 1.7791 
3 3aG 
Handling 3.4400 1.269 4.3654 
4 Total ilan-Hours 10.2635 
5 Total Tons Handled 50 
6 lian-ours Ter Ton 
(Line 4 .4. Line 5) .2054 
7 'age date _Ler Hour 
labor Cost ler Ton 
2.00 
(Line 6 A Line 7) 
larehouse to !:ail Cars - 25 Ton 
1 Travel 1.1197 1.269 1.4209 
2 Truck 
Handling .7590 1.269 .9632 
3 Bag 
Handling 1.0000 1.269 1.2690 
4 Total lan-Hours 3.6531 
Total lions Ilandled 25 
6 Ter Ton 
(Line 4 4 Line 5) .1461 
7 gage iate Ter Hour 
8 Labor Cost Per Ton 
(Line 6 Line 7) 
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TABLI!; 13 
ILLT CONVEY011 L.BC.i COST PEL-Z. TCN BY 11.0V.J.I.NT 
line ork Idleness and Total 
Category Lan-Lours Delay A.justment lian-hours 
Production to '4arehouse - 75 Ton 
1 .ravel .6562 1.359 .8c)1C 
2 
n-nd1ing 4.7625 1.359 6.4722 
3 ) .i2otal Man-Hours 7.3640 
4 Total Tons Handled 75 
5 Man-Hours Per Ton 
(Line 3 .77 Line 4) .0982 
6 ,iage Rate Per hour 2.00 
7 Labor Cost Per Ton 
(Line 5 x Line 6) '.1964 
'Atrehause to Trucks - 50 Ton 
1 Travel .6124 
2 Bag 
Handling 3.3400 
3 Total Man-Hours 
4 Total Tons nandled 
5 Man-Hours Per Ton 
(Line 3 -!; Line 4) 
6 wage Rate Per hour 
7 Labor Cost er Ton 
(Line 5 x Line 6) 
1.35) 
1.35') 
1.1040 
4.53)1 
5.6431 
SO 
.1129 
42.00 
. 2258 
arehouse to ail Jars - 25 Ton 
1 Travel .2799 1.359 .3804 
2 Bag 
nandlino 1.4)00 1 2.0249 
3 Total Lan-Hours 2.4053 
4 Total Tons liandled 25 
5 Man-nours ler Ton 
(Line 3 ::. Line 4) .0)62 
6 lase Rate ler !lour .2.00 
7 Labor +Jost ler Ton 
(Line 5 ... Line 6) 
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TABLE 14 
6UHMARY OF LABOR (X)ST PER TON BY HANULING 
ACCORDING TO MOITNT ROUT 
'2orklift ' 
.:ruck 
2wo-wheel 
eland Truck 
Belt 
:;onveyor 
Troduction to ,arehouse ,.1446 ,.5O12 q.1964 
aarehouse to Trucks ,.2118 ,.4106 ,.2258 
Warehouse to -Lail ears q.2210 4.2922 ,,.1924 
Jomputation of ,,quipment 
-lequirements 
_ata on equipment requirements and costa were supplied 
by equipment manufacturers and engineerin consultants."' 
This study relied on the judgment of the consultants as 
to what equipment was necessary and its total cost. These 
total cost figures were then prorated by the straight-line 
method over the engineering estimates of equipment life. This 
yearly cost figure was then divided by the yearly tonnage 
handled to obtain the equipment cost per ton for each of the 
handling methods. .These costs are shown in Table 15 and the 
computations appear in Tables 16, 17, and 16. 
It was necessary to contact equipment manufacturers 
since data is needed for all three types of handling systems. 
mill manager would have access to cost data for equipment 
which is currently in use in his warehouse; however, he must 
depend on a consultant to supply data for the other equipment 
25 Interviews with .)am ribbons, ;ales _Lei,resentative, Lift 
Bruck .males and _ervice, Inc., ectober, 1962, and _;arl E. 
,,elborn, :ales ,ngineer, Universal, Inc., January, 1963. 
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TABLL 15 
JUMARY OF HANDLING 006T PLR TON BY HLNDLING THOD 
ACCORDING TO MOVEITLNT ROM; 
item Two-heel . ieorklift Truck * Hand Truck ' Belt Conveyor 
Iro duction to .4arehouse 
Labor .1446 4.3012 ':i.1964 
-quipment o.0580 4?.0020 .0924 
Total $.2026 .3032 ,.2888 
arehouse to Trucks 10...1111110..11111=10. 
Labor 
.2118 .4108 4.2258 
quipment .0580 .0020 ,.0924 
Total 4.2698 .4128 ,.3182 
.4arehouse to -ail Jars 
Labor 
,?.2210 .2922 .1924 
-quipment v.0580 ,.0020 .0924 
Total 4.2790 4.2942 ,.2848 
involved. lie would, therefore, follow the same procedure used 
by this writer in obtaining data on alternative systems. 
Assumptions and Limitations 
This study utilizes an industry warehouse model for its 
analysis. since the primary objective is to present a pro- 
cedure for conductinz the analysis, the study is necessarily 
limited to accepting the warehouse design and storage loca- 
tion as was originally presented. Therefore, the study does 
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TiLBLI: 16 
FO:IILLIFT TAUCt. COJ 1...J11 TON 
Line 
No. Item 'Cost 
Forklift Truck 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Purchase Price (2 trucks) 
Jalvage Value (15) 
Depreciable Value 
1:mtimated Life (years) 
a1,800 
1.770 
U0,030 
8 
5 ;i.naual Depreciable Value (Line 3 Line 4 1,253.75 
6 Total Tons Handled annually 39,000 
7 Truck Cost Per Ton (Line 5 4. Line 6) - ;p.0321 
Truck Repair and Maintenance 
1 Charge Per Day 
.80 
2 Total Tons Handled Daily 150 
3 Repair and Maintenance Cost Per Ton 
(Line 1 Line 2) 
.0053 
Truck Battery 
1 Purchase Price (2 batteries) 2,660 
2 Salvage Value (5) 133 
3 Depreciable Value 2,527 
4 estimated Life (years) 8 
5 Annual Depreciable Value (Line 3 Line 4) 316 
6 Total Tons Handled Annually 39,000 
7 Battery Cost ier Ton (Line 5 Line 6) - .0081 
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16--Continued 
Line 
Item Jost 
Battery Charger 
1 
2 
3 
Turchase .trice 
salvage Value (5 ..,) 
Jepreciable Value 
645 
32.25 
612.75 
4 .estimated Life (years) 15 
5 =annual Jepreciable Value (Line 3 .:- Line 4) 40.85 
6 Total Tons dandled 4.,nnually 39,000 
7 Charger Jost ler Ton (Line 5 Line 6) - .0010 
pallet Cost 
1 kurchase .rice (780 pallets) ; 1,755 
2 ,stimated Life (years) 5 
3 annual Depreciable Value (Line 1 ; Line 2) 351 
4 Total ions handled s.nnually 39,000 
5 iallet lost Ier Ton (Line 3 Line 4) - .0090 
r abet Maintenance 
1 raintenance Charge ler Ton 
(10,4 pallet cost) .0009 
Interest Jost on investment 
1 Total .nnual Investment 
.? 1,961.60 
2 interest .Late (3,4) w 58.85 
3 Total 'Tons handled .annually 39,000 
4 interest Jost le. Ton (Line 2 Line 3) - .0016 
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not imply that this is the best possible design for the ware- 
house in question. 
4L production period, of 260 days per year is assumed 
for purposes of this analysis. 
Lhe wage rate is not intended to represent an industry 
average. 
17 
T0-'d-ELLL kiiJ ,UrAvLNT 00T .1)1:t 26N 
Line 
Item Jost 
hand Truck 
1 
2 
iurehase Trice (10 trucks) 
jalvage Value (10X..0) 
500 
50 
3 Jepreciable Value 450 
4 :,stimated Life (years) 5 
5 4.nnual Depreciable Value (Line 3 I- Line 4) 90 
6 Total Tons handled 39,000 
7 Truck Jost Ler Ton (Ldne 5 Line 6) - .0020 
Interest Jost on Investment 
1 Total .,nnual Investment 90 
2 Interest ELate (3J) 2.70 
3 Total Tons Handled nnual1y 39,000 
4 Interest Jost ier Ton (Line 2 Line 3) - .00007 
(egligible) 
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2:i.BLL 18 
BELT CONVLYOR L'IlIPYLNT COST i TON 
Line 
No . Item Cost 
Belt Conveyor 
1 
2 
iurchase Irice 
Jalvage Value 
451000 
NADQP MIMMNWMMIPMMINW 
3 Depreciable Value 35,000 
4 estimated Life (years) 10 
5 ,'nnual Depreciable Value (Line 3 i Line 4) 3,500 
6 Total Tons Handled nnually 39,000 
7 Conveyor Cost ..i?er Ton (Line 5 Line 6) - .0897 
Interest (Jost 
1 Total .:Innual Investment 3,500 
2 Interest sate (3) 105 
3 Total Tons Handled ..nnually 39,000 
4 Interest Cost "i-er on (Line 2 Line 3) - .0027 
OHAIT.e.ii,L III 
The linear lroramminK roblem 
Lathematical Aatement of the kroblem 26 
In the formulation of a linear programming problem, the 
relationships between a set of variables are stated as a 
system of linear equations. The technique obtains a unique 
solution by considering simultaneously the equations which 
are subject to certain stated restrictions. 
The problem beinz considered here is the desire to move 
certain quantities of feed to various areas of a warehouse. 
The feed may be moved by any one of three different handling 
methods. By considering the labor and equipment cost in- 
volved in each method, it is desired to determine the least- 
cost method of moving the required tonnage. Table 19 Dro- 
vides the necessary information for the warehouse problem. 
Lathematically, the equations may be stated: 
3 
Z a1 
i=1 
j.1 
26 Nany excellent references are available which explain 
the technique of linear progrAmming. However, the author 
prefers one main reference: 
C. Heady and A.1fred Candler, Linear krogramminR klethods 
(.mes, Iowa: The Iowa ..tate Univer377-Tress, 1958). 
4-5 
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where the a ij Is are the coefficients which express the rela- 
tionship between the activities xij and the restrictions, bi. 
The notation "i" refers to a specific equation from the 
system of equations defining the problem. The "j" notation 
refers to one of the variables within that equation. 
19 
IC DAT i. FOR SOLVING 4ARLHOUSE PRoBLlvi 
unit 
-require- : 
ment 
: Level 
2ork-; 
lift : 
Truck; 
Two-,'heel melt 
.and Truck :Conveyor 
iroduction to 
'.arehouse 
iarehouse to 
Tons 75 1 1 
Trucks Tons 50 1 1 1 
':warehouse to 
Cars 
iroduction to 
darehouse 
Tons 25 1 1 1 
Cost i'er Ton .2026 .3032 .2888 
Alarehause to 
Trucks Cost ier on .2698 .4128 .3182 
4arehouse to 
Rail Cars 
Cost -er Ton .2730 .2542 .2848 
mince the problem constraints are the three movement 
routes, the real activities are the operations of moving along 
these routes by each of the three handling methods. Mathe- 
matically, the real activities are denoted in the following 
manner: 
14-7 
x 1 = 
tons moved from production to warehouse 
by forklift truck 
x 2 = tons moved from production to warehouse by hand truck 
x = tons moved from production to warehouse 
3 by belt conveyor 
x 4 = tons moved from warehouse to trucks by forklift truck 
(3.1) x 5 = tons moved 
from warehouse to trucks 
by hand truck 
x 6 = tons moved from warehouse to trucks by belt conveyor 
x - tons moved from warehouse to rail cars 
by forklift truck 
xs = tons moved from warehouse to rail cars 
by hand truck 
x9 = tons moved from warehouse to rail cars 
by belt conveyor. 
In the formulation of the problem, the system of equa- 
tions, which represent problem constraints, must first be 
defined. These equations, made up of variables termed 
activities, are stated as such: 
+ lx2 + lx 
3 75 
(3.2) 1x4 
+ 1x5 + lx6 = 50 
lx? + 13% + 1x9 = 25 
The values in (3.2) are taken from 2able 19. The first row 
may be read, "the quantity of feed moved from production to 
warehouse by forklift truck plus the quantity moved by hand 
truck plus the quantity moved by belt conveyor must equal 
seventy-five tons." similar meaning may be placed on the 
other equations. 
in order to give economic meaning to the solution, 
negative values are not allowed to enter into the solution. 
The condition that the answer must contain non-negative quan- 
tities is written: 
xl?to, x27.1to, x3?: o, x4o, x52to, xoto, x7-gro, 
x 8- x20 
hen the system of equations is solved, it results in 
a set of values for x which will optimize the following objec- 
tive function: 
(3.3) 
9 
(3.4) E c x j1 
In this study c refers to the cost of an activity x and the 
objective is to minimize the function. ihis means that the 
total cost of performing the necessary operations is to be 
minimized. 
The ,Amplex Method 
The procedure used in this study to obtain the problem 
solution is termed the simplex method.27 It is designed to 
find a feasible solution which will serve as a starting point 
from which an optimum solution is determined by a series of 
iterative calculations or tableaus. 28 
27Ibid., pp. 53-108. 
28 In this problem a feasible solution is one that satis- 
fies the set of requirements with non-negative values of the 
real activities. 
In the formulation of a problem, a disposal activity 
is added to each equation in the set of equations which 
describe the problem. These disposal activities represent 
a nonfulfillment of their respective real activities and are 
used to form a diagonal row of l's. The initial feasible 
solution is made up of this diagonal row rather than arbi- 
trarily selecting a feasible solution of real activities. 
Ance the diagonal row of l's states that the solution is 
made up of disposal activities at levels equal to the prob- 
lem requirements, the real activities are considered to be 
included at a zero level. from this initial situation, real 
activities are introduced until a condition of minimum cost 
is achieved that meets the set of requirements. 
artificial activities 
An artificial activity is a variable that is added to 
a constraint that either has no disposal activity or has a 
disposal activity with a minus coefficient. wince the equa- 
tions in the constraint set (3.2) are equalities, no disposal 
activities exist in this problem. iherefore, artificial 
activities must be introduced in order to forn the diagonal 
row of l's for the starting point. Jhe artificial has a 
positive coefficient for the restriction, meaning that it 
requires the use of the restriction. 
.hen artificial variables are used, it is understood 
that they will not be allowed to enter into the final solu- 
tion. '2his means that an optimum solution will not be 
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obtained until after all artificial variables are eliminated. 
This is accomplished by assigning a large cost, termed a 
penalty cost, to the variable. The initial solution will 
be one of maximum possible cost since it is composed of the 
artificial activities. During successive solutions, real 
activities are introduced eliminating the artificials and 
reducing the total cost. This process continues until a 
least-cost or optimum solution is found. In this problem 
the artificial variables are denoted as and in 
order to separate them from the real activities. The set 
of restrictions (3.2) is now rewritten: 
1x 
1 
+ 1x 2 , 
1x 
3 
(3.5) ix4 + 1x5 + 
lx7 + 1x8 + 1x9 
= 75 
50 
+ 1 25 
The diagonal row of l's is supplied by the coefficients 
of ,2, and ,3. 2he non-negativity condition also applies 
to artificial variables, so (3.3) is now rewritten: 
(3.6) 0, x22to, x3 >_ o, x47.0, x55o, xoto, x7sto, 
xczo, x92:0, 12:o, .32:o 
..aa. obvious solution to the problem exists from (3.5). 
This solution is: 
,1 2: 75, Ax 50, 25, xl . x2 
x 
5 
. x6 xn = x x 
9 
. o 
x 4 
ibis initial solution is the one that appears in the initial 
section of the simplex table, Table 20. 
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TABLE 20 
INITIAL SOLUTION SIMPLEX TABLE 
M .2026 .3032 .2888 .2698 .4128 .3182 .2790 .2942 .2848 
:requirement 
Level 
Artificial 
Activities Real 
- activities 
Row C Vector 
Po 
1 
Q.1 
2 3 
2 '43 
4 5 6 
P 
3 
7 
P4 
8 
P 
5 
9 
P6 
10 
P7 
11 
P 8 
12 
P 
9 
13 
1 M 
A*-- gi 75 1 1 1 1 75 
2 M 
''2 
50 1 1 1 
3 II ,i,3 25 1 1 1 1 
4 Z $ 
5 m 150 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 Z-Cii -.2026 -.3032 -.2888 -.2698 -.4128 -.3182 -.2790 -.2942 -.2848 
7 m 150 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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s was stated earlier, a penalty cost of i is assigned 
to each of the artificial variables. This cost is understood 
to be extremely large and is considered to be greater than 
any other numerical cost. (3ee Table 15 for Coefficients.) 
The penalty cost can now be added to the cost function (3.4) 
and is rewritten: 
Cost = = .2026 xi + .3032 x2 + .2888 x3 .2698 x4 
+ .4128 x5 + .3182 x6 + .2790 x7 + .2942 x8 + 
.2848 x9 + + 112 + N3 where Z is a minimum. 
(3.7) 
The Cimplex Table 
Table 20 is the starting basis of the problem and from 
it is determined the initial solution. Jata for the first 
three rows are obtained from Table 19. The ci column repre- 
sents the costs of the activities entered in the vector 
column. J:he problem requirements are placed in the 10 column. 
The costs for each of the activities, both artificial and 
real, are shown in the co row. The z, 4 and 1. rows represents 
the total cost in both units for performing the required 
operations. They also show the total costs for each activity. 
in the b-Cii and I1 rows are found the marginal costs for the 
same activities. 
The succeeding solutions are derived from this initial 
section and are displayed in Tables 21, 22, and 23. 
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TABLE 21 
aiXOND 3OLUTION IiLX TABU 
C M M .2026 .3032 .2888 .2698 .4128 .3182 .2790 .2942 .2848 
quirenient Artificial 
Level ,etivities Real ,,ctivities 
P 
o Q1 Q2 P1 P 3 P P6 P7 P9 
2ow Oil Vector 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1 .2026.41'1 75 1 1 
2 N c02 50 1 1 1 1 50 41 
3 H 25 1 1 1 1 
4 15.195 .2026 .2026 .2026 .2026 
5 75 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 L-C 15.195 .2026 -.1006 -.0862. -.2698 -.4128 -.3182 -.2790 -.2942 -.2848 
7 75 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Vector Row 1 
1 .2026 P1 
2 .2698-P,, 
3 r -. i,3 
4 Z 4 
5 N 
6 4-04 
7 m 
TABLE 22 
THIRD SOLUTION i3I1PL.X TABLE 
4.01.4.1......IONIMIONVIMIIIMMONOIIMMONI.M1010./...0110.40.0 
M N .2026 .3032 .2888 .2698 .4128 .3182 .2790 .2942 .2848 
Requirement Attificial 
Level ctivities Real Activities 
o Q 1 
1 2 
2 
3 4 
3 
5 
P2 
6 
P 
3 
7 8 
1,5 
9 
P 6 
10 
P7 
11 
P8 
12 
P9 
13 
75 1 1 1 1 
50 1 1 1 1 
25 1 1 1 25 
28.685 .2026 .2698 .2026 .2026 .2026 .2698 .2698 .2698 
25 1 1 1 1 
28.685 .2026 .2698 -.1006 -.0826 -.1430 -.0484 -.2790 -.2942 -.2848 
25 -1 -1 1 1 1 
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ali.B14.. 23 
FINAL 3CiLUTI0N..3MPLia TABU 
C. .2026 .3032 .2888 .2698 .4128 .3182 .2790 .2942 .2848 swommumrommaillbh 
Requirement Artificial 
Level Activities Real activities 
Row C Vector 
k 
o 
1 
4 1 
2 
42 
3 
45 
4 
P 
1 
5 6 
P. 
7 
P 4 
8 9 
P 6 
10 
P 
7 
11 
P 8 
12 
P 
9 R 
13 
1 .2026 1'1 75 1 1 1 
2 .2698 P 4 50 1 1 1 
3 .2790 25 1 1 1 1 
4 35.66 .2026 .2698 .2790 .2026 .2026 .2026 .2698 .2698 .2698 .2790 .2790 .2790 
5 
6 h-0 4 35.66 .2026 .2698 .2790 -.1006 -.0826 -.1433 -.0484 -.0152 -.0058 
7 -1 -1 -1 
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Computation of the 6implex aolution 
The values in the Z and M rows are obtained by multi- 
plying the cost in the c column by each of the values in 
the body of the table from that same row and summing for 
each column. This value is placed in the Z row that repre- 
sents the same cost unit as the c i cost. In Table 20, there 
are no 
, costs in the c 
i column so row 4 remains blank. The 
value in row 5 column 2 is determined by multiplying each 
value in column 2 by the corresponding cost in column ci and 
summing. wince column 2 has only one non-zero quantity, this 
quantity times its cost is then entered in the cell formed 
by row 5 column 2. If the cost had been instead of M, it 
would have been entered in row 4. The value in row 6 column 
5 is found by subtracting the cost in the c, row from row 4. 
This value is the negative of of since there are no entries 
in row 4. 
The above procedure is followed to determine each value 
for rows 41 5, 6, and 7. Once this is done it is necessary 
to determine the master column and the master row for the 
next tableau. 
The master column is found by selecting the most posi- 
tive value to the right of the 10 column in row 7. .since the 
values are all equal to unity, choose the least negative 
value in row 6. the selection of this activity will lead to 
a decrease in the total cost found by (3.7). In Table 20, 
column 5 is the least negative and is the master column. The 
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activity represented by this column will enter into the next 
tableau in place of the master row of the present tableau. 
The master row is determined by dividing each non-zero 
number in the master column into its corresponding Po value. 
This is done for rows 1, 2, and 3. The smallest value for 
this ratio represents the master row. stow 1 becomes the 
master row of tableau 1 and the activity which it represents 
will be replaced in the next tableau by the activity repre- 
sented by the master column. 
The headings for the next tableau are the same as in 
the original except that ci in row 1 is replaced by Pi as the 
result of the above computations. The values in this new row 
are determined by dividing each value in the old row by the 
value in the master column. Therefore, the value for row 1 
column 2 is found by dividing the old row 1 by column 5 in 
the first tableau. In summary, the value for the new master 
row is found by dividing the old row value by the old row 
master column value. 
The values for rows 2 and 3 are determined by a varia- 
tion of this procedure. The procedure is: new master row 
value times old master column value for the desired new row, 
then subtract the quantity from the old row value for each 
column. 
..cows 4, 5, 6, and 7 are computed by the same process 
as was followed for the original tableau. These procedures 
are continued until no activity has a positive -6-C M 
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coefficient. .hen this point is reached, the artificial 
variables have all been eliminated from the solution and the 
costs are now all costs. 
since the desired objective of eliminating the artifi- 
cial activities has been achieved, it is now necessary to 
find the least cost solution to the problem. This is done 
by continuing the above computational steps until there are 
no positive coefficients in the Z-C ,? row for columns with 
zeros in the L-0 row. .When this occurs, there is no 
feasible way of reducing the dollar cost of the warehouse 
problem and the least-cost solution has been determined. 
Table 23 represents the optimum solution of the problem. 
The .)olution Tableau 
The least cost solution of the warehouse problem can 
be read from the I 
o 
column of the final tableau, Table 23. 
It states that seventy-five tons will be moved from produc- 
tion to the warehouse by forklift trucks; fifty tons will be 
moved from the warehouse to trucks by forklift; and twenty- 
five tons will be moved by forklift trucks to rail cars from 
the warehouse. These operations will be performed at a 
total cost of ,05.66. 
IV 
.summary 
Linear programming has made a notable contribution to 
the analysis of various business and industrial problems in 
recent years. the same time, however, the technique has 
been shunned by many persons who felt that a broad knowledge 
of higher mathematics was necessary for its comprehension. 
Ads is a belief that could not be further from the truth. 
:phis is not to say that everyone who reads a text on 
linear progralmning will be able to understand it completely 
at first glance. Nor will everyone be able to accurately 
formulate a complex problem, with many variables and restric- 
tions, after obtaining a fundamental knowledge of the tech- 
nique. Ln the other hand, many business managers are finding 
that linear programilling is opening doors to new horizons in 
the business world. 
here decisions were once blocked by the burdensome and 
tine consuming task of carefully weighing complicated factors, 
there now exists a means of swift analysis. a.lthough 
specialists are available, a business executive can solve 
many situations by himself where he otherwise would have been 
forced to call for help. If a small, unsophisticated analy- 
sis resulted in the saving of a fraction of a cent per 
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work-piece, it could mean a tremendous total saving for the 
company. 1;ot all prosrsTaming contributions are intricately 
designed studies. There is much value to be gained from a 
simple analysis. 
This is the assumption around which this study is 
based. it presents a procedure for applying linear program- 
ming to a formula feed cost-center. ..02e feed industry has 
utilized programming for many years to determine least-cost 
feed mixes. However, very little other application has been 
made in the industry. This study chose the warehouse cost- 
center for the purposes of its application. 
The warehouse was chosen for several reasons. .,first, 
it represents an area made up of a limited number of opera- 
tions. This meant that a simple and easily understood ex- 
ample was available for explaininz the procedure and that the 
reader would not become confused with mathematical complexi- 
ties. secondly, the choice of the warehouse provided a con- 
siderable volume of data in the form of published material. 
2inally, it was desired to concentrate on a cost-center which 
could be formulated in such a manner that the answer would 
be obvious. 
3y referring to Table 1.51 it is easy to see that the 
forklift truck represents the lowest cost for each movement 
route. Therefore, the answer is obtained before the actual 
linear programming technique is applied and the solution to 
the problem is actually obtained by two different methods. 
This meant that the unfamiliar reader would be given the 
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opportunity to appreciate the significance of the answer 
achieved by linear prograr3ming. ,lso, he would, possibly, 
more fully realize the potential of the technique in more 
complex problems. 
The study attempted to set down the basic fundamentals 
which would be necessary for a mill manager to observe in 
order to apply linear programming to a cost-center in his 
plant. The procedure is not limited to the warehouse center. 
In fact, it may be applied to any other cost-center in the 
mill. Though the operations will vary with the cost-center, 
the procedure of application would remain the same. 
It is important to keep in mind that this analysis has 
been conducted in the same manner as would be used if a feed 
mnufacturer were to study his own warehouse operation. The 
only difference is that labor requirements were determined 
from a Table of standard Times, whereas a manufacturer would 
need to utilize a work sampling analysis in his plant to 
determine the amount of labor that is required. also, he 
would need to use his plant wage-rates in computing the labor 
costs. The study places emphasis on the costs incurred in a 
given operation at the present time in relation to the costs 
that would be incurred by alternative handling methods. 
juggestions for future study 
One important aspect of warehousing that should be con- 
sidered in a separate research project is the allotment of 
warehouse space to specific feed lines. hany times a 
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manufacturer will stack the finished product in a certain 
place simply because that is where it was placed last year. 
uther times a partial effort may be undertaken to arrange 
feeds in order of their volume movement or turnover rate. 
However, even by relying on personal judgment and past experi- 
ence, this can only be a partial effort at best. 
-,xactly where should the number one selling feed be 
placed? dow much space should be alloted for each feed ? 
hat should be done with the available space when a feed line 
is discontinued Is too large an expense being incurred by 
travel in the warehouse? Is there a more efficient arrange- 
ment possible? These are all questions which can be answered 
by linear programming. 
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The formula feed industry is actively engaged in an 
attempt to reduce production costs in order to provide a more 
marketable product. .dhile cost control pro rams are not 
unique to the feed industry, they are an important phase of 
management's responsibilities. In order to administer a cost 
control plan, a tool of analysis is needed on which business 
and industrial problems can be based. It is believed that 
linear programming is one such tool that would be useful in 
analyzing management situations. 
Though linear programming has been extensively used 
during the past decade by the formula feed industry to formu- 
late least-cost rations, little application has been made in 
the area of business operations. Aesearch has shown that the 
technique is of value in maximizing a firm's profits by 
determining what feed formulas should be produced and the 
volume for each formula. This would indicate that other 
equally valuable applications exist where linear programming 
could be of service to management in the feed industry. 
The purpose of this study was to demonstrate the pro- 
cedure that could be used in applying linear programming to 
the formula feed industry's cost-center concept. , cost- 
center is interpreted as a natural cost area which exists 
in a feed manufacturing plant. This study utilized the ware- 
house cost-center for the purposes of its application. 
The warehouse was chosen since studies have shown that 
labor is 69 percent of the total warehouse operating costs 
and that warehouse labor comprises 27 percent of the total 
mill labor expense. in addition, it was believed that a 
cost-center made up of few operations would be desirable in 
explaining the programming technique. after the procedure 
is understood, it would be possible to extend the application 
to other cost-centers within the plant. 
he study attempted to analyze labor and equipment costs 
that would be encountered in fulfilling the work requirements 
of the warehouse. This was done for the handling method 
currently in use and for each alternative handling method. 
.zroduction and shipping requirements were used to deter- 
mine the activities of the area. Job descriptions outlined 
the worker duties. standard lime fables and a work sampling 
analysis can be used to determine the man-hours per ton re- 
quired by each handling method. Information on equipment 
requirements was obtained from equipment manufacturers and 
consultants. 
'The labor and equipment costs for each handling method 
were then incorporated into a simple linear programming 
example. "'he example was used to explain formulation and 
computation procedures. .'he discussion is also applicable to 
cost-centers other than the warehouse. 'These may be analyzed 
by making several minor adaptations of the analysis procedure. 
The study makes use of industry recognized terms and 
definitions in an attempt to promote uniformity and to mini- 
mize the problems managers would encounter in making use of 
3 
the study results. The standard definitions were applied to 
an industry model warehouse. The model warehouse is pre- 
sented as being representative of a practical warehouse 
operation rather than as an ideal design. 
